Killian (Continued from Page 1) differentiation among institutions, especially among those that attempt a mass coverage, and those that are the picketers, the standard bearers, and the small quality institutions? Are we succeeding in our job of helping our citizens to become well enough informed and well enough educated to carry their responsibilities in a free society?

Great Responsibility

Dr. Killian went on to reflect that American voters have a tremendous responsibility and should be better informed on all major issues... issues which have effects far beyond the local community. He elaborated on the point in saying, "I am inclined to believe that in the future the problems of an institution's responsibility concerning freedom of speech should be negotiated by its students and faculty... The question is, in the large, whether we are doing our duty...".

Concerning an institution's responsibility concerning freedom of information, Dr. Killian said: "Our purpose," Dr. Killian summarized, "is to give men professional competence and at the same time an insight into the society to which, as scientists and engineers, they will have great responsibilities."

"We hope," he said, "to make significant contributions in those fields which require the closest relationship between science and engineering and social science and the humanities which..."

Baker (Continued from Page 1)

of the Foundation, The effect of the change is to remove the restriction that the Graduate member of the Baker Memorial Foundation Committee must have been an undergraduate at Technology. Any Graduate student who now will find this post.

Any students who have not, for these reasons, been personally cared for by a member of the campaign staff by this evening will be reached by mail in the near future.